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Valley degeneracy in (110) Si quantum wells (QWs) is studied. 
Bandstructures are computed using the nearest neighbor sp3d5s* 
tight-binding model and strain relaxation is performed by a 
valence force field. Two degeneracy breaking mechanisms are 
identified: different confinement effective mass and valley-valley 
interaction. Strain and electric field are both found to enhance 
valley splitting. Surface miscuts towards [111] direction lift the 4 
fold valley degeneracy of flat (110) QWs to 2 fold, which explains 
the experimentally observed inconsistency. Effects of surface 
miscut, which could only be addressed using an atomistic method, 
are included in the extended supercell calculation.  

valley degeneracy; tight-binding; miscut; strain; valley-valley 
interaction 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Si-based devices are being pursued for quantum computing 

and spintronics due to their scaling potential and integrability 
within the present industrial nanoelectronic infrastructure. 
Relative energies and degeneracies of valley states are critical 
for device operation in these novel computing architectures and 
conventional MOSFET devices at nanometer scale. Bulk Si has 
six equivalent conduction band minima. In (110) Si quantum 
wells (QWs), this degeneracy is reduced to 4 fold in the 
effective mass approximation (EMA) [1]. However, 
experimental results show ground state degeneracy factors of 
both 2 and 4 [2-4]. 

Similar inconsistencies between experimentally measured 
and theoretically predicted valley degeneracies are observed in 
(100) and (111) Si QWs [4,5,6] as well. Earlier work has 
shown that these inconsistencies are attributed to the presence 
of surface miscuts and interface disorder, which can be 
explicitly modeled in an atomistic method [5,6].  

This work employs the tight-binding method to investigate 
the valley degeneracy of (110) Si QWs. Two mechanisms, (i) 
different confinement effective mass and (ii) valley-valley 
interaction are identified as the main degeneracy breaking 
mechanisms. A surface miscut is found to explain the 
experimentally observed valley degeneracy factors of 2 and 4. 
The effects of electric field and strain, which are commonly 
used to engineer the valley splitting in modern devices, are also 
reported. 

II. APPROACH 

A.  (110) surface model 
A rectangular unit cell of a flat (011) Si QW is shown in 

Fig. 1(a). The in-plane dimensions of this unit cell are ax=aSi 
along [100] and 

 

ay = aSi 2  along [01-1] directions, where aSi 
is lattice constant of Si [7]. The extent along the growth 
direction, [011], is determined by the QW thickness. The 
rectangular unit cell geometry simplifies the underlying 
mathematics and implementation of the periodic boundary 
conditions in the bandstructure calculation. As explained later, 
the surface miscut shown in Fig. 1(b) can influence the valley 
degeneracy and valley splitting. The surface miscut can be 
easily implemented by applying the shifted boundary condition 
to an extended rectangular supercell.  

 
Figure 1.  Atomistic schematics of unit cells. (a) Rectangular unit cell of flat 
QW. (b) Unit cell of a 5° miscut (110) Si QW with monolayer steps. Interface 

mono-atomic steps are assumed to run parallel to the (100) direction. 

Here, a commonly present (011) surface miscut towards the 
[111] direction is studied [8,18,19]. In this configuration 
surface steps run perpendicular to the [100] direction. As 
shown in Fig. 1(b), the reduced symmetry along [100] direction 
results in a larger unit cell extent in that direction. The unit cell 
shown in Fig. 1(b) has a miscut angle of θT=5°. The surface 
normal of this QW is along [-288] direction. For an arbitrary 
miscut θT, the surface normal Z’ could be [-2nn]. The miscut 
degree θT and n are related as 

 

!T = tan"1 az nax( ) .  

B. Electronic structure and strain model 
The valence-force-field (VFF) method with a Keating 

potential is used to compute the relaxed atom positions [9, 10]. 
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Once the atom positions are determined via VFF, the atoms are 
frozen in place followed by the electronic structure calculation. 
Strain is included in the tight-binding Hamiltonian following 
the prescription of [11].  

Typical barrier materials like SiGe or SiO2 will introduce 
biaxial strain (ε||). This work does not include barriers directly. 
The effect of lattice mismatch is applied by enforcing different 
lattice constants in xy-plane according to ax=(1+ε||)ax0 and 
ay=(1+ε||)ay0, where ax0 and ay0 are unstrained lattice constants. 
Then during strain relaxation, atom positions in the whole 
structure and the lattice constant along z-direction are allowed 
vary to minimize strain energy. 

The bandstructure is calculated using the semi-empirical 
nearest neighbor sp3d5s* tight-binding method. The dangling 
bonds on the QW surface are passivated. The tight-binding 
parameters are taken from [12, 13].  

Both strain relaxation and electronic structure calculations 
are performed using the general purpose electronic structure 
simulator, NEMO-3D [9,10,14].  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Valley splitting in flat QWs 
The valley degeneracy in a 5nm thick flat (011) Si QW is 

first analyzed. In a flat (011) QW the 2 bulk valleys along 
[100] are projected along the same direction while remaining 4 
bulk valleys are projected along [01-1] direction. The tight-
binding bandstructures along [100] and [01-1] are shown in 
Fig. 2. The 4 valleys along [01-1] have lower energy compared 
to the 2 valleys along [100] direction. In the effective mass 
picture this splitting (Δ42 Fig. 2(c)) results from different 
confinement effective masses. The 2 valleys along [100] have 
lower confinement effective mass compared to the 4 valleys 
along [01-1], which causes Δ42 splitting.  

The valleys along [01-1] also show a splitting (Δ4 Fig. 
2(c)), which is much smaller than Δ42 splitting. The valley-
valley interaction causes this splitting. Similar valley-valley 
interaction is found in [001] Si QWs [7,15]. Such interaction 
cannot be modeled in a simple effective mass theory without 
relying on approximate perturbation theories and ad-hoc 
structure dependent parameters. The 4-fold degeneracy of 
(011) QW is reduced to 2-fold due to valley-valley interaction, 
which explains the reported 2-fold degeneracy for the ground 
state [3,4]. 

B. Effect of a surface miscut  
Monoatomic steps (miscut) similar to those shown in Fig. 

1(b) are often present at Si/SiO2 and Si/SiGe interfaces. In 
Si/SiGe heterostructures miscuts are introduced intentionally to 
ensure uniform layer thickness. Experimentally observed 4-
fold degeneracy occurs when the quantum well is formed at a 
miscut interface or grown on a miscut substrate.  

 
Figure 2.  Bandstrcture of flat Si (110) QWs. (a) Bandstructure along 

symmetric direction [01-1]. Inset shows the lowest two bands and presents VS 
due to valley-valley interaction, which results in two pairs of valleys slightly 

shifted in energy. (b) Bandstructure along symmetric direction [100]. (c) 
Rescaling (a) and (b) to zoom in valley regions. Two figures are plotted with 
same energy scale to show VS due to different confinement effective masses. 

To depict the geometry concept a quantum well with a 
5°degree miscut towards [111] direction is shown in Fig 1(b). 
The extended unit cell concept of Fig. 1(b) is used to model the 
miscut for various different angles and the bandstructures are 
compared with the flat quantum well.  

Fig. 3 shows 2D contour plots of lowest conduction bands 
of a flat and a 5° miscut (110) Si QW. Since the unit cell of a 
miscut QW is longer in the x-direction compared to unit cell of 
a flat QW, its Brilloin zone is shorter in the kx-direction. 
Valley-valley interaction in the miscut QW is suppressed 
because the 4 degenerate valleys are now projected at different 
places in the k-space. As shown in Fig. 3(b) the 4 band minima 
are now located in four quadrants and the 4-fold degeneracy  is  

 
Figure 3.  2D contour plots of lowest conduction band. (a) Flat (110) Si 

quantum well. (b) 5° miscut (110) Si quantum well. Brillouin zone is roughly 
one eighth of bulk Si in kx direction due to supercell calculation. (right) Zoom 

in dashed area in left figure, only showing one quadrant of Brillouin zone. 
Positions of valley minima can be estimated by a valley projection model [16].  
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recovered in miscut (110) QWs [3,16]. The positions of band 
minima can be determined analytically by the valley projection 
model [16]. 

C. Strain and electric field 
Electric fields as well as strain are known to modulate the 

valley splitting [7,15]. Realistic structures are subject to 
electric fields due to gate voltages or modulation doping and 
strain due to lattice mismatch at the interfaces in 
heterostructures such as Si/SiGe.  

The valley splitting in a flat (110) Si QW as a function of 
the electric field and strain is shown in Fig. 4. The electric field 
is directed along the QW growth direction to mimic the 
potential well formed due to the applied gate bias in MOSFETs 
or the modulation doping in Si/SiGe heterostructures. To avoid 
the effect of truncation of the electronic domain on eigenvalues 
a QW thickness of 25 nm is included in the simulation domain. 
Due to external electrostatic potential, electrons are all pushed 
to gate side of QW and confined in a triangular well. In this 
structure, lateral confinement due to the barrier on the substrate 
side is quite weak and valley splitting is not sensitive to well 
width[15]. The QW thickness of 25 nm is sufficiently large so 
that the wave functions die out before reaching the barrier on 
substrate side for all electrical field strengths considered here. 
Both Δ4 and Δ42 valley splittings increase monotonically with 
the electric field. The Δ4 valley splitting increases [17] because 
the strength of valley-valley interaction increases while Δ24 
valley splitting increases because of stronger electrostatic 
confinement at high electric fields. Here, the barrier layers such 
as SiO2 and SiGe are not included in the electronic structure 
calculation. The presence of barrier typically enhances the 
valley splitting (Δ4) due to the valley-valley interaction [7] and 
decreases valley splitting (Δ42) due to the electrostatic 
confinement. The qualitative behavior shown in Fig.4 is 
however not affected by the barrier. 

 Strain is usually introduced by growing a QW on lattice-
mismatched substrates. For example, up to 4% biaxial strain 
can be introduced in a Si QW grown on SiGe substrate, which 
has larger lattice constant than Si. Biaxial strain is found to 
enhance both types of valley splittings s shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4.  Effects of strain and electric field on valley splitting in 25 nm Si 
(110) QWs. (a) Δ4 type valley splitting of QWs with biaxial tensile strain in 
the presence of electric field. 3% strain corresponds to a Ge composition of 
81%. (b) Behaviors of Δ24 type valley splitting with same strain and electric 

fields in (a). 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In flat quantum wells, two degeneracy breaking 

mechanisms are identified: different confinement effective 

mass and valley-valley interaction. While the effective mass 
theory predicts a valley degeneracy factor 4 in flat well, valley-
valley interaction lifts this degeneracy to 2-fold. Strain and 
electric field enhance both types of valley splitting. Wafer 
miscuts towards (111) give rise to different valley degeneracy 
factors from flat wells and actually results in 4-fold valley 
degeneracy, which explains the experimentally observed 
inconsistency. 
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